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Fire, 
Water, and 
Wilderness

The Shulchan Aruch instructs us to 
read Parshat Bemidbar before the 
festival of Shavuot (Orach Chaim 

428:4). The Biur Halacha, authored by the 
Chofetz Chaim, explains that this custom 
has less to do with the content of the 
parsha and more to do with the last parsha 
of Sefer Vayikra, Parshat Bechukotai. 

As we know, Parshat Bechukotai 
contains an extensive list of curses 
that Am Yisrael will incur if they do not 
adhere to the Torah. The Chofetz Chaim 
says that it is preferable to distance this 
parsha, to create a buffer so to speak, to 
the celebration of the giving of the Torah. 
We would not want to dampen our spirits 
on the eve of Chag Matan Torateinu by 
suggesting that our relationship with God 
could be in jeopardy based on a lack of 
commitment or observance. 

However, the Chassidic Masters were 
convinced that an inherent connection 
exists between Parshat Bemidbar and the 
festival of Shavuot. 

“And God spoke to Moshe in the 

wilderness of Sinai…(Bemidbar 1:1). Why 
specifically in the wilderness? Our Sages 
of the Midrash deduced three essential 
ingredients needed for Matan Torah, 
receiving of the Torah, to be successful: 
fire, water and wilderness. 

The Torah was given through the 
medium of fire: “And Mount Sinai smoked 
in every part, because the Lord descended 
upon it in fire..” (Shemot 19:18). We 
similarly learn about the presence of 
water at Mount Sinai from a verse in 
Shirat Devorah that recounts this historic 
event: “...even the clouds dripped water. 
Mountains melted before Hashem - as did 
Sinai -before Hashem, the God of Israel.” 
And from the very first verse in Bemidbar 
we see that the Torah was given in the 
wilderness. (Midrash Rabbah, Bemidbar 
1:7).

The Chassidic Masters were quick to 
comment on this memorable midrash. 
They perceived in this passage deep 
lessons for spirituality. We will cite three 
teachings from Rebbe Menachem Mendel 
of Kotzk (1787-1859), the Sfat Emet (1847-
1905), and Rabbi Meir Shapiro of Lublin 
(1887-1933).

The illustrious Rebbe of Kotzk was 
known for his philosophy for an untiring 
search for Emet, truth. He stood for 
vigorous and complete introspection 
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and the desire to reveal man’s essence.  
He would say that man must search for 
himself constantly.  

He understood the analogy of midbar 
alluding to the perspectives needed when 
we engage in Torah study. Firstly, in the 
same way that the desert is vast and in a 
sense boundless and immeasurable, so is 
the Torah. We must approach the Divine 
word with awe and trepidation knowing 
that we only touch the surface. (Sefer Ohel 
Torah, p.46)

Secondly, one who enters the desert 
knows that he will only prosper through 
his own dedicated effort and toil. Only 
through personal effort will one reap a 
reward; food and water are not readily 
available in the setting of desert. Torah 
study, says the Rebbe, requires serious 
engagement and dedication. The Kotzker 
once commented that the festival of 
Shavuot is called “The Time of the Giving 
of the Torah.” Why is it not called “The 
Time of the Receiving of the Torah?’ 
He answered, “Because the Torah was 
given to everyone in equal measure, but 
everyone chooses to receive it according 
to their capacity to understand it and the 
effort one exerts in its study.”

The Rebbe’s twofold approach echoes 
a well known mishnah in Avot: “It is 
not for you to complete the task, but 
neither are we free to stand aside from 
it” (Pirkei Avot 2:21). There exists a 
delicate duality: We approach Torah 
with a sense of humility and awe, aware 
of its awesome breadth and depth, yet, 
we engage in it fully with the intent to 
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access its profundity and brilliance.

Another intriguing explanation of the 
Midrash cited above was taught by the 
Rebbe of Ger, Rebbe Yehudah Aryeh Leib 
Alter (1847-1905), also known by the 
title of his main work, the Sfat Emet. He 
offers a penetrating interpretation of the 
comparison of Torah and a wilderness. 
The Rebbe asks, ”Why in particular 
was the Torah given in the desert?” His 
answer: A wasteland or wilderness is 
barren and nondescript, it is formless and 
unstructured. In contrast, the Torah offers 
instructions, guidelines, demarcations 
and structure. The Torah being revealed 
in the setting of midbar, spotlights one of 
the Torah’s greatest assets to man: It offers 
a Jew ‘seder’, structure, organization, and 
prioritization. (שפת אמת במדבר תרלג)

The Sfat Emet suggested that this is 
the meaning of the Talmudic teaching 
which states that the world was in a state 
of Tohu, confusion, for 2,000 years until 
the teachings of Torah became revealed. 
Torah brings order to a chaotic and 
disorderly universe.

The Rebbe cites from the Maharal of 
Prague (1520-1609) who taught that the 
title Yotzer, ‘Creator,’ we use to describe 
God, also alludes to the word tzura. This 
term implies the Almighty creates not 
only ‘matter’ but ‘form’. In other words 
He gives specific shape, precise measure 
and dimension to His creation. (Maharal, 
Derech HaChayim Chap. 6, Mishna 11).

The Talmud teaches that one who 
recites the psalm of Ashrei three times a 
day ‘merits a place in the world to come’. 

What is so special about this prayer? The 
Talmud answers: It contains the alphabet; 
each sentence begins with a letter of aleph 
bet (Berachot 4b).  Why is that significant? 
The Meshech Chochmah (Vayikra 26:4) 
answers that it represents ‘order’ in which 
God constructed the universe. Apparently 
recognizing this trait of God is important 
to perceive and emulate in our lives.

This approach of the Sfat Emet clearly 
emerges from Parshat Bemidbar which 
emphasizes organization and precision. 
The people of Israel are carefully counted, 
the camps are arranged in a meticulous 
sequence, flags are posted to identify each 
section. One could sum up its theme in a 
single word: seder (order).

The Mussar Movement considered 
the notion of ‘order’ as being integral to 
successful service of God. Rabbi Simcha 
Zissel Ziv (1824-1898) taught that this 
is one of the pillars of the Kelm way of 
Mussar. He argued, based on multiple 
examples in the Torah, that details are 
small, but they matter, often crucially. The 
Alter of Kelm valued order in his own life.  

There is an oft repeated story that Rabbi 
Simcha Zissel once went to visit his son 
Nachum Zev, then a student in a distant 
yeshiva. The first thing the father did 
was visit his son’s room. On inspection, 
he found the boy’s possessions in order. 
From this alone, he could tell that his son 
was doing well in yeshiva. Only then did 
he go to see his son. (Everyday Holiness, 
Alan Morinis p.88). 

Without order, one is bound to be 
wasting something - whether it be time, 
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energy, resources, things themselves that 
get lost, relationships, and so on. Any 
management consultant will tell you that 
you have to get organized if you want 
to be effective, but the Baalei Mussar’s 
concerns went far beyond that. Rabbi 
Elyahu Dessler (1892-1953), a famed 
student of the Kelm school of Mussar, 
provides compelling reasons why one 
should make an effort to bring order into 
one’s life. First, knowing things are well 
arranged brings a sense of calm to one’s 
life which is conducive toward achieving 
bona fide avodat Hashem. Order also 
saves time and frustration so that one is 
able to put their efforts into that which 
truly matters and is most important.

Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe (1914-2005), an 
eminent modern Mussar sage, says in 
the name of the Alter of Kelm that order 
can be compared to the clasp of a pearl 
necklace. The pearls are what make up 
the necklace, and they are definitely more 
important than the clasp, but without the 
clasp the pearls will fall off and scatter, 
and all that will remain of the necklace 
is the string alone. Similarly, a person 
contains an abundance of strengths, 
intellect, character traits, and qualities. 
But without order, all these virtues will 
scatter, and he or she will be left with very 
little. (Everyday Holiness, Alan Morinis, 
p.97)

Returning to our parsha, there is one 
word which repeats itself tens of times: 
Pakad, a word which means count, 
but really suggests something more. It 
does not merely mean to be counted, 
but it means to be given a role, a tafkid. 

To be endowed with a role charges the 
individual with a sense of purpose and 
importance in striving to achieve a distinct 
goal. Remarkably the Sages entitled the 
entire book of Bemidbar, Sefer HaPikudim 
(Mishnah Yoma 7:1)

A third and most beautiful exposition 
of our Midrash was offered by the famed 
Chassidic leader and Rosh Yeshiva, Rabbi 
Meir Shapiro of Lublin (1887-1933). He 
saw these three items mentioned in the 
Midrash poetically retelling the story of 
the Jewsh people and her remarkable 
steadfastness:

Fire: Our forefather Avraham was 
thrown into a fiery furnace because of 
his belief in one God. Water: The heroic 
figure Nachshon ben Aminadav jumped 
into the raging waters of the Red Sea, 
and the people followed him, prepared 
to sacrifice their lives if need be for 
the sake of the Almighty. Wilderness: 
The entire nation endured hardship 
and deprivation in a harrowing desert 
wasteland to receive the Torah. Countless 
times in history the Jewish people have 
been subjected to trials by fire, water and 
wilderness, and yet we have held strong to 
our commitment, illustrating how firmly 
our personal, communal, and national 
convictions are entrenched. (Itturei Torah 
Vol.5, p. 9)

Rabbi Meir Shapiro’s comment 
beautifully aligns with his own worldview 
and his most famous contribution to 
Jewish life. When he was a man of only 
thirty six years, he stood in front of the 
greatest of Rabbis at the first gathering of 
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Agudat Yisrael, known as the Kennesiah 
Gedola of Agudath Yisrael, in 1923. He 
proposed the idea of the Daf Yomi, a 
revolutionary project where Jews across 
the globe would study a page of Talmud 
daily and complete the entire Shas, some 
2,711 pages, every seven and half years. 
For various reasons not all the rabbinic 
leaders present were enthused by his 
proposal. Rabbi Shapiro argued for his 
position citing the following passage 
from the Talmud. He quoted the Gemara 
(Yevamot 121a) in which Rabban Gamliel 
describes standing on the deck of a ship 
and seeing a nearby ship crash and break 
apart, casting overboard a great scholar 
— no less than Rabbi Akiva himself.

After reaching dry land, Rabban Gamliel 
was shocked when the same Rabbi Akiva 
appeared before him in the study hall to 
engage in halachic discussion. Rabban 
Gamliel asked him how he had survived 
being thrown into the watery deep — to 
which Rabbi Akiva replied, “A board 
(daf) of the boat floated into my hands. 
I grabbed on to it, and I bent my head 
before each and every wave that came 
toward me until I reached the shore.”

Rabbi Shapiro emphasized that Rabbi 
Akiva lived during one of the darkest 
periods of Jewish history, marked by 
the loss of national independence and 
the nation’s spiritual center of the holy 
Temple. But even under the harshest 
Roman edicts against Torah learning, 
he produced outstanding talmidim, who 
would restore Torah to its former glory.

The daf of the ship to which Rabbi Akiva 

held tight, said Rabbi Shapiro, can be 
understood metaphorically as the daf 
Gemara to which we must hold tight for 
protection against the challenges of the 
day and the even the greatest trials we 
face both personally and as a nation.

The confirmation of this program 
was still not unanimously accepted. It 
was not until the the Rebbe of Ger, the 
Imrei Emet, Rabbi Avraham Mordechai 
Alter (1866-1948) stood up on the night 
of Rosh Hashanah in his Beis Medrash 
in Poland and announced, “Tonight we 
going to begin the learning of the Daf 
Yomi.” Only then it did it officially come 
to be. 

An addendum to the story. Rabbi 
Pesach Krohn , a well known modern 
day ‘maggid’, who researched the 
details concerning this episode was 
amazed to discover that the actual 
date that Daf Yomi was launched was 
on 9-11 (September 11th, 1923). Rabbi 
Krohn said that once again we see that 
it is Torah that will give our people the 
strength to overcome enemies and the 
hardships that we and all mankind face. 
(‘Vimeo’ video: ‘Rabbi Paysach Krohn 
Reflects on Rav Meir Shapiro in Lublin’)

At this auspicious time of year we 
read Parshat Bemidbar as a prelude to 
the festival of Shavuot. We discover that 
the simple term, Bemidbar, wilderness, 
contains within it layers of meaning. 
The holy Rebbes proposed that this one 
word carries with it some of the most 
profound ideas about our strivings to 
attain an exalted Jewish life. 


